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Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the test runs and cases constructed to verify the correct installation of Release 1795. The test is made up of the following components:

1. Control Table Data Base (CTL) Initial Load (LOADCTL)
2. Generate Error Report (RUN446)
CONTROL TABLE (CTL) INITIAL LOAD (LOADCTL)

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Ensure that the DB2 CTL has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
Generate Error Report (RUN446)

Description

This job generates the Error and Warning Messages Report produced by program PPP446. The Error and Warning Messages Report was generated by specifying a non-numeric month in the spec card. Verify that the correct report id, PPP4462, and report title, “Error and Warning Messages”, are shown in the report by reviewing the PDS REPORTS member PPP4462.